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In the ancient cultures of Persia, Greece and in the Roman Empire fever was believed to possess healing powers [1]. This sentiment was maintained until modern times, when Boivin [2] isolated the first pyrogen, lipopolisaccharide (LPS), or endotoxin, from Gram-negative bacteria. LPS is an outstanding pyrogen. Countless studies with LPS indicated that it is capable of inducing a disease known as “endotoxin shock”, which may have lethal consequences [3]. Later it was discovered that sub-toxic dose of endotoxin actually provided protection to animals against infectious disease and to other harmful insults. This condition was known as “endotoxin tolerance”. LPS, especially in the detoxified form, could be used as immunological adjuvant and was effective for the treatment of radiation disease, drug induced immunosuppression, bone marrow failure, and had a beneficial effect on a number of other pathological conditions [4].

Studies of LPS toxicity in various species revealed that domesticated mammals have extreme sensitivity to LPS, laboratory rodents showed more resistance, and chickens, frogs and fish were resistant. It seems apparent that LPS toxicity is proportional to the development of the immune system of the animals exposed [5]. Subsequent experiments indicated that it is not LPS but the cytokines that LPS releases from the innate immune system (INIM), which kills the host [6, 7].

These observations led to the conclusion that LPS is an evolutionarily preserved cross-reactive homologous epitopes (homotopes), which are recognized by INIM antigen receptors. These receptors evolved to recognize highly preserved epitopes as the receptors are coded by germ line gene products, which are constant [8].

The disease caused by LPS is acute febrile illness, or the acute phase response (APR) as it is called by modern terminology. Fever is an absolute hallmark of this condition. This fever is caused by activation of the innate immune system which release endogenous pyrogens (cytokines) [9].

Pathogenic, neurogenic, and psychogenic fevers may be distinguished. Pathogenic fever is the hallmark of infectious disease. An invading microorganism releases endotoxin that stimulates macrophages to synthesize a variety of pyrogenic compounds called cytokines. Carried in blood, these cytokines reach the perivascular spaces of the organum vasculosum laminae terminalis (OVLT) and other regions near the brain where they promote the synthesis and release of prostaglandin (PGE2). This prostaglandin then penetrates the blood-brain barrier to evoke the autonomic and behavioral responses characteristic of fever. But then once expressed, fever does not continue unchecked; endogenous antipyretics act on the septum to limit the rise in body temperature [10].

Why is fever needed for APR? Some data in the literature indicate that higher temperature is an immunostimulant [11, 12]. One may propose that, biological reactions speed up on higher temperatures and metabolism is elevated. Patients with febrile illness lose weight rapidly because of the fast metabolic breakdown of their own tissues. Fever should contribute to the establishment of catabolic conditions during APR. Catabolism of host tissues is the only way to fuel the intense emergency defense reaction in APR.

Today it is known that the CNS is immunocompetent organ, it is capable of recognizing infectious agents by toll-like receptors (TLR). Moreover, the CNS has
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a critical role in the regulation of immune reactions, of acute illness, inflammation (neurogenic inflammation). Immune reactions may undergo pavlovian conditioning, where immune reactions are mounted in the absence of the antigen. This was interpreted that the CNS is capable of responding to anticipated danger [13].

Oka and Oka in this issue describe psychogenic fever [14]. Apparently this condition is presented with the patients in mind who had pathological regulation of body temperature. However, all the animal experiments were conducted on normal animals. And various stressful conditions activated stress induced hyperthermia (SIH), in man in the absence of disease. It was noted that emotional stress, such as examination stress, increased Tc in healthy human subjects. However, in most cases, its magnitude was <1 °C and the maximal Tc they show was <37.5 °C.

After repeated stress the animals learnt to anticipate the stress and responded with SIH. This is a classical conditioned response. Normal human individuals also showed temperature elevation after stress [14].

But why is this necessary? What is the biological significance of SIH? Does it contribute to host defense against various noxious agents as the stress response may be considered to be an emergency defense reaction [9], the ‘general adaptation syndrome’ as defined by Hans Selye [15]. The stress reaction activates the innate immune system, which may lead to APR, where fever is generated by immune derived mediators [9].

But here we are dealing with a psychogenic pathway of elevating temperature. Nevertheless SIH is definitely part of the stress response and therefore, it should have survival value under dangerous situations. Does this psychogenic elevation of temperature boost the energy reserve and facilitate escape in response to danger? Does it boost independently immune defense? What about helping healing and recovery via immune and metabolic activation? etc. Future experiments are required to answer the questions with regards to the significance of fever.
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